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Intentionally cultivated community, born from the collision of arts, local culture, 
entrepreneurial endeavors and living a more meaningful and impactful life. Our 
community values character over capital.  

Surrounded by like-minded individuals in a space that encourages and nurtures our 
instincts to thrive and grow, we progress at Clayton. We are a community united by 
our commitment to best represent the remarkable locale of Denver – and continuously 
evolve it.

Here, we convene, converse and celebrate. We know there is a science to getting the 
room just right. A good feeling you get as soon as you walk through the front door, 
inviting you to experience something new, exciting, and utterly compelling.  At 
Clayton, we’re inspired and driven by our defining pillars –

Clayton believes the more interested you 
are, the more interesting you are.

BE CURIOUS.    
BE FUN.
BE AUTHENTIC.    
BE GENEROUS.    
BE INCLUSIVE.



Member Benefits

Clayton Members Club encourages organic connectivity and 
human moments, and provides the movers, shakers, and game-

changers of Denver with a space to convene and collaborate each 
and every day. 

PEOPLE

Clayton is built on the foundation of inspirational human 
connectivity, providing Members with a private and eclectic 

community of the most inspired and inspiring individuals.

ACCESS

With Members restaurants, bars, co-working and meeting spaces, 
gym and fitness classes, discounted hotel rates, plus a rooftop pool 
and lounge—complete with daybeds and coolers to party all day—

there is plenty of space to both be productive and let loose.

CULTURE 

Members of Clayton enjoy an exciting and robust calendar 
of events and programs throughout the year, curated by a dedicated 

events team, and thoughtful partnerships with 
local artists, businesses, and creators.



Member Spaces

The Library
Designed as our cozy private intimate space

Co-Working Lounge
A place to work, eat, and meet

The Sunroom
An extension of the parlor to bask and converse

The Parlor 
For getting lost in conversation over cocktails

Members Restaurant
Where breakfast and lunch meetings happen

CONVENE 
CONVERSE 
AND 
CELEBRATE



The Rooftop Patio
Unwind with stunning views

The Rooftop Restaurant
The perfect place for brunch, lunch, dinner or social hour

Rooftop Pool
To take a dip, make a toast, and have a blast

The Gym
Take a class or do your thing



Clayton’s Commitment to Opportunity, 
Equity and Inclusion

At Clayton, Opportunity, Equity, and Inclusion (OEI) is at the forefront 
of the community we are creating. Clayton’s membership is comprised 
of individuals who demonstrate a shared commitment to optimizing 
Social, Business, and Creative connections, opportunities, experiences 
and community contributions with inclusion across race, gender, 
sexuality, age, ability, and industry.

We have a zero-tolerance policy for racism, sexism, ageism, 
homophobia, transphobia, bullying and any other behavior that fails to 
honor and respect each and every person within the Clayton 
community, their individuality, and personhood.

Clayton’s environment is grounded in safety, familiarity and comfort, 
where people can bring their most authentic selves and foster 
infectious, impactful energy. We will create and sustain inviting 
spaces where all feel safe to engage in respectful and enlightening 
experiences. 

Clayton Contributes Fund (CCF)  is the philanthropic arm of Clayton, 
created in effort to assist the underserved and underrepresented 
communities of Denver.

Established as a 501(3)c, CCF provides a sustaining and regenerating 
fund to invest in the Denver community  through causes championed 
by our Members and vetted by the CCF board. Clayton Contributes 
Fund identifies, evaluates, collaborates with local OEI-focused 
organizations and causes whose mission and values align with those 
of Clayton to affect positive change. 



30 & UNDER 
MEMBERSHIP

REGULAR 
MEMBERSHIP

COUPLES 
MEMBERSHIP 

Membership Types

All Memberships are annual commitments.

We do not offer group or corporate membership at this time.

- $3000 membership dues (paid annually or
monthly) with $250 one-time joining fee

- $1500 (second membership) membership dues
(annual option only) with $500 one-time joining fee

- One membership per person

- $3000 membership dues (annually) with one-time
joining fee of $250

- $250 membership dues (monthly) with one-time
joining fee of $500

- $1800 membership dues (annually) with one-time
joining fee of $125

- $150 membership dues (monthly) with one-time
joining fee of $250



*A FEW THINGS TO NOTE

Check your ego at the door.

We reserve the right to revoke or suspend 
Membership at our sole discretion at any given 
time should a Member fail to uphold our values, 
practices, policies, and ethos. 

Clayton is a Members' Club for adults. Those 
under 18 are welcome in the club restaurants 
until 10pm Monday - Sunday. Limited hours on 
the Rooftop Pool. 
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